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Sermon: “Answering With a Lily” 

Michael G. Isaacs 
 

Matthew 6:25-34 

Focus: Worry is the great strangler of faith.  

 
Our scripture comes from the end of Matthew 6. This is the middle of Jesus’ most well-known 

sermon—the Sermon on the Mount. In this selection, Jesus asks five questions about worry. As I 

read the passage, Lisa will read each of these questions for emphasis. Jesus leads into this 

passage with a warning that no one can serve two masters. Either you will hate the one and love 

the other, or you will be loyal to the one and have contempt for the other. You cannot serve God 

and wealth…and... 

M: Therefore, I say to you, don’t worry about your life, what you’ll eat or what you’ll drink, or 

about your body, what you’ll wear.  

L: Isn’t life more than food and the body more than clothes?  

M: Look at the birds in the sky. They don’t sow seed or harvest grain or gather crops into barns. 

Yet your heavenly Father feeds them.  

L: Aren’t you worth much more than they are?  

Who among you by worrying can add a single moment to your life?  

And why do you worry about clothes?  

M: Notice how the lilies in the field grow. They don’t wear themselves out with work, and they 

don’t spin cloth. But I say to you that even Solomon in all of his splendor wasn’t dressed like one 

of these. 

L: If God dresses grass in the field so beautifully, even though it’s alive today and tomorrow it’s 

thrown into the furnace, won’t God do much more for you, you people of weak faith?  

M: Therefore, don’t worry and say, ‘What are we going to eat?’ or ‘What are we going to drink?’ 

or ‘What are we going to wear?’ Gentiles long for all these things. Your heavenly Father knows 

that you need them. Instead, desire first and foremost God’s kingdom and God’s righteousness, 

and all these things will be given to you as well.  Therefore, stop worrying about tomorrow, 

because tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own. 

 

L: The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God 

 

* * * 
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I was feeling worrisome a couple of weeks ago. It was really unpleasant. At one point of my life, 

I was more prone to these moments of worry, but they have really subsided over the years. 

 

When I feel worrisome, my body can respond in a couple of different ways. I might just become 

hyperactive. If it feels more acute, sometimes I’ll feel it in my gut and lose my appetite. But 

when worry has its firmest grasp on me, I cannot describe as anything other than numbness. 

Worry—fear—anxiety—all have an incredible ability to incapacitate.  

 

When I feel this way, I often turn to a poem by Kentucky writer Wendell Berry. I could only 

remember the first couple of lines, so I went to my bookshelf and pulled down the book. I read 

the poem aloud: 

  

 When despair for the world grows in me  

and I wake in the night at the least sound  

in fear of what my life and my children's lives may be,  

I go and lie down where the wood drake  

rests in his beauty on the water, and the great heron feeds.  

I come into the peace of the wild things  

who do not tax their lives with forethought  

of grief. I come into the presence of still water.  

And I feel above me the day-blind stars  

waiting with their light. For a time  

I rest in the grace of the world, and am free.i 

 

And, strangely, for the first time, the poem didn’t speak to me. Imagining a retreat to “where the 

wood drake rests” just made me more irritable. The poem essentially describes what Jesus tells 

us to do: Consider the great heron—though Jesus says the birds of the air. The poet is led to the 

still water and considers the shining stars above his head that he cannot see because of the 

overwhelming light. Jesus says not even Solomon is dressed as well as the flowers of the field.  

 

Why do you worry about what you eat or what you will drink or what you wear? 

 

The poem to me, at the time, felt like to much of a concession from the causes of worrisomeness. 

Retreat felt irresponsible. And, I thought for a brief moment, maybe I needed my worry. It had 

something to offer me. Maybe, it could add seconds to my life.  

 

What could awaken me from my worry? 

 

I found out by accident that evening. There is a large stand of bamboo in my backyard. About 

twenty minutes before dusk every evening, hundreds of song birds—perhaps sparrows—gather 

there. And they chirp and sing until the sun sets.  

 

Following dinner, I stretched out in the hammock underneath the bamboo. And from that time 

until the sun set, I listened to the birds. Swaying back and forth in the hammock, I tried to worry. 

However, the birds were telling me something else. The birds of the air would not let me be 

anxious. Their song awakened me to God’s care 
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I share this because I think it was more than just a sentimental moment in the hammock. 

Actually, I felt rebuked. Yes, the birds of the air rebuked me in the most tender, peculiar way. 

 

* * * 

 

In Matthew 6, Jesus rebukes our inclination to worry. 

 

Jesus asks six questions in this short passage: 

 First, isn’t life more than food and the body more than clothes?  

 And, then, aren’t you worth much more than they are?  

 The third question summarizes all of the others: Who among you by worrying can add a 

single moment to your life?  

 And why do you worry about clothes?  

 Jesus gives up on subtly for the fifth question: If God dresses grass in the field so 

beautifully, even though it’s alive today and tomorrow it’s thrown into the furnace, won’t 

God do much more for you, you people of weak faith?  

Those questions, for the most part are rhetorical. There is no answer to them. Instead, they call us 

to examine ourselves, and probe to see what stands in the way of more faithful living. The 

answer to the questions is all the same: “I have nothing to fear.” 

 

It is all a sort of rebuke. It is gentle rebuke that starts off subtle. Jesus rebukes worry by calling 

our attention to the graciousness of God.  

 

See the birds; God provides food for the birds.  

 

See the lilies; God provides for the lilies. 

 

* * * 
 

It is a little strange for Jesus to speak this way. In fact, Jesus doesn’t spend a lot of time talking 

about human feelings. Like any of us, I’m sure he felt the whole gamut of feelings, but it is a 

topic that just never garners much interest from him.  

 

What Jesus says about worry in our scripture reading today is the longest discourse Jesus has on 

any human emotion. Jesus chooses to drill down on one feeling, and it is worry.  

 

In my experience, Christian faith draws on so many different feelings at different times. There is 

joy when something is made new—such as when we experience forgiveness or reconciliation. 

There is anger at injustice. There is feeling of acceptance in our practice of hospitality. There is 

sadness when we face our disappointments. And we feel great surprise when Christ finds us in 

the midst of alienating despair.  
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But why is Jesus so harsh about worry? Jesus doesn’t think worry is very productive. Jesus wants 

his disciples to keep faith. And a worrisome anxiety can strangle faith.  

 

In English, the word “worry” is derived from a word meaning “to strangle.” To “worry” is, in 

essence, to be choked. It is to cut-off the flow of oxygen to the body, or, in the case that Jesus is 

describing, to worry is to strangle the life-giving presence of faith.ii 

 

Worry is the great faith strangler.  

 

When faith is being strangled, we struggle to perceive what God is doing. 

 

Jesus isn’t a clinical psychologist, but he is a pretty savvy and sensitive. Though Jesus rebukes 

worry, he knows nothing good comes out of shaming people for their feelings. That is always 

counter-productive. Jesus doesn’t trying to guilt us from worry, rather Jesus tries to awaken us to 

the goodness of God that surrounds us—as if we have lost our ability to perceive God. 

 

* * * 

 

Methodist Missionary E. Stanley Jones once described a conversation with a doctor from John 

Hopkins University. The doctor said, “We do not know why it is that the worriers die sooner 

than the non-worriers, but that is a fact.”   

 

Stanley stood there and pondered that for a second, and then he said he had an idea why: “We are 

inwardly constructed, in nerve and tissue and brain cell and soul, for faith and not for fear. God 

made us that way. Therefore, the need of faith is not something imposed on us dogmatically, but 

it is written in us intrinsically. We cannot live without it. To live by worry is to live against 

Reality."  

 

Or as he said later, worry is the sand in the machinery of life, and “faith is the oil.”  

 

He would even go on to say sorry that worry is a kind of atheism. 

 

Worry is a kind of non-belief in God. 

 

Worry is the great strangler of faith.  

 

* * * 

 

At first we may find some comfort in worry. It keeps us safe and hyper-vigilant. Conventional 

wisdom says that a little bit of worry keeps you alive. A little bit of fear can protect you. It 

prevents us from risking too much. It keeps us secure. We think of worry as a safety device, 

although left unchecked it will eventually lead to the hollowing of our selves. 

 

As theologian Dietrich Bonhoeffer describes, fear crouches in our heart. Worry hollows out our 

insides, “and secretly gnaws and eats away at all the ties that bind a person to God and to 

others.” 
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Worry doesn’t just strangle ourselves. Unchecked worry can strangle one another. And all of the 

sudden, we are not living out of the grace of God. We are serving a different master. 

 

Faith becomes a distant memory instead of a present reality. We become suspicious. We close 

ourselves off from one another. We close ourselves off from a gracious God who wants to use 

you to bring about goodness and generosity to the world. 

 

* * * 

 

Marilynne Robinson wrote a recent essay about fear, though I think it can be said for worry: “No 

one seems to have an unkind word to say about fear these days, unchristian as it surely is.”iii 

Fear—or worry—is not a Christian habit of mind, she insists. 

 

What if the church resumed the work of rebuking worry?  

 

We wouldn’t have to be harsh with one another—that would be counter-productive. In the 

Sermon on the Mount, Jesus is quite tender. He shows the birds and the lilies and says, “Look for 

how God provides for them. Why not you?” 

 

To confront the worry of our world is pastoral work for the whole church; it is a way we can give 

spiritual and theological guidance to the world. And it feels like urgent work to me. 

 

God is working to transform the world. God’s means to do so is not through worry.  

 

Jesus says, “Desire first and foremost God’s kingdom and God’s righteousness.” 

 

The kingdom of God does not come by means of worrisomeness—fearfulness—and anxiety. 

God’s kingdom comes by faith. Those who buy and sell in worry are not our master. Our Master 

is Jesus Christ who offers faith. Jesus Christ is the one working to strip the world of fear and 

anxiety, and bring about righteousness and peace. Jesus is saying if you take me seriously, then 

you will have to act by faith, not by worry.  

 

Acting in worry will close you up from what God is doing in the world. Acting in worry will 

have you turn from your neighbor. Acting in worry will you have relent to violence. Acting in 

worry will have you save up more than you ever need at the cost of more than you’ll ever know. 

 

But, acting in faith, the poor will be blessed with the kingdom of heaven. By acting in faith, the 

meek inherit the earth. By acting in faith, the peacemakers will be the children of God.  

 

These are the opening words to the Sermon the Mount, and thus the words that precede our 

passage for today. 

 

Not worrying doesn’t mean that you stop caring. It is not a retreat from the world’s deepest 

needs. You still engage pressing concerns. Rather, replace worry with desire. Replace worry with 

a desire for God’s righteousness. We replace worry with a desire for God’s kingdom. We replace 
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worry with a desire for God’s peace and love and grace. And, all of the sudden, God is going to 

use you to bring about that kingdom. God is going to use you to bring about that righteousness.  

 

You will begin take risks in faith—to do what is right and good and glorifying to God—because 

you know God will be with you all along the way. 

 

When you act in faith instead of worry, then God is using you to bring about God’s grace. God is 

going to open you up in every way. You’ll find new joy. God is using you to bring God’s will on 

earth as it is in heaven. God’s going use you to rebuke worry. 

 

It is true. We can only serve one master. Will we serve by worry or will we serve by faith?  

 

The only way to serve God is through faith. And if you don’t choose, you’re choosing worry. 

 

* * * 

 

But worry still tries to sneak up on us. Worry still looks for ways to strangle faith. 

 

When that happens. Don’t panic. Don’t worry. 

 

Take a deep breath. Breathe it out. 

 

You didn’t fail. You are still beloved. 

 

Look for a lily. 

 

Martin Luther once said, “Lovely lilies, how you rebuke our foolish nervousness.” 

 

Jesus rebukes our worry with a lily. Jesus rebukes our worry with the birds of the air.  

 

Worry is worthy of rebuke. But think about how Jesus does this.  

 

Just think about it: We serve a God who rebukes us with a lily. 

 

i Wendell Berry, “The Peace of Wild Things.” 
ii This sermon was shaped, in part, by chapter five of Martin Copenhaver’s book Jesus is the Question. 
iii Marilynne Robinson, The Givenness of Things, page 126. The essay on Fear begins on page 124. 

                                                 


